
EMPOWERING INNOVATION, IGNITING MINDS: UNLEASHING THE FUTURE



ABOUT 
PRODYOGEEKY

Dive into innovation and excitement at Prodyogeeky, NIT
Uttarakhand's annual tech fest. Explore technology's
frontiers through engaging competitions, workshops, and
enlightening lectures. Join us in fostering collaboration,
sparking creativity, and pushing the boundaries of
knowledge. At Prodyogeeky, every challenge is an
opportunity, every moment a stride towards shaping the
future of technology.



ABOUT NIT UTTARAKHAND
Nestled in the picturesque landscapes of Uttarakhand, the National Institute of Technology (NIT) Uttarakhand stands

as a beacon of academic excellence, fostering innovation and technological advancement.
With a focus on research, education, and industry collaboration, NIT Uttarakhand is at the forefront of producing future

leaders and innovators who contribute significantly to the fields of science and technology.



WHY 
SPONSOR US?
Sponsorship not only forges essential connections with key
contacts but also enhances your ability to nurture
relationships and facilitate successful deal-making. It
ensures prominent brand visibility across a variety of event
platforms, creates opportunities for interactive networking,
and enables you to showcase solutions and conduct
product demonstrations, effectively stimulating demand
within your targeted market segment.



EVENTS
EVENTS
EVENTS
EVENTS



DRONE RACE

Get ready to experience the thrill of
high-speed excitement at
Prodyogeeky's FPV Drone Race! Feel
the adrenaline rush as skilled pilots
navigate their drones through
challenging courses with precision
and speed. Witness cutting-edge
technology in action and cheer for
your favorites in this electrifying
display of aerial prowess.. 



ESPORTS

Dive into the virtual arena at Prodyogeeky's Esports event!
Top gamers face off in intense battles across popular titles.
Whether you prefer strategic showdowns or high-speed
action, there's something for everyone. Join us for a day of
fierce competition, gaming camaraderie, and the chance to
showcase your skills. Get ready to make your mark – it's game
on at Prodyogeeky!



ROBO WAR 

Battleground of Steel Minds. Join us in the electrifying arena
where innovation meets combat. As we present the spectacle of
Robo War, witness the clash of metallic titans, each programmed
for supremacy. From circuitry to strategy. Are you ready to
witness the sparks fly and witness the birth of the ultimate robotic
champion?



INNOVATE 360

Embark on a journey of curiosity and brilliance as our
school students present their groundbreaking innovations.
From classrooms to labs, witness the essence of scientific
discovery as these young minds redefine the possibilities.
Join us in celebrating the spirit of innovation, where every
project is a testament to the potential within our future
scientists. Today's ideas shape tomorrow's realities, and
these young scientists are leading the way. Explore the
world of youthful ingenuity in this presentation – where
innovation knows no age!



CYBERSPROUTS

Innovate. Create. Elevate. Join us for the Abstract
Idea Submission Presentation, where the brilliance
of college minds takes center stage. Witness the
power of imagination as students unveil
groundbreaking concepts, pushing the boundaries
of innovation. From abstract to reality, this
showcase celebrates the ingenuity and creativity of
our student community. Get ready to explore a
world of transformative ideas that have the potential
to shape the future. Let the abstract unfold into a
canvas of limitless possibilities!



Unveiling our Bridge Masterpiece. A fusion of innovation,
precision, and creativity. Join us on a journey across the spans of
imagination, where every truss, every arch, and every detail tells
a story of ingenuity. Bridging the realms of form and function, we
proudly present a symphony of craftsmanship that echoes the
spirit of our collaborative pursuit for greatness. Step into the
world of creation and witness the convergence of artistry and
engineering prowess – where bridges become more than mere
structures; they become statements of inspiration.

BRIDGE
DESIGNING



HACKATHON

Code, Create, Conquer. Join us for an electrifying
presentation showcasing the prowess of our
participants in the ultimate coding battleground.
From disruptive solutions to innovative hacks,
witness the transformative power of technology in
the Hackathon competition.Get ready to be
inspired, challenged, and amazed – because in the
world of Hackathon, the possibilities are endless!



CADATHON
Designing Tomorrow, Today. Embark on a digital odyssey
as we unveil the creative marvels of the CADathon
competition. Join us for to compete for the intricate fusion
of innovation and design precision. From 3D modeling
symphonies to engineering masterpieces, witness how
teams sculpt the future with CAD tools. This is not just a
competition; it's a celebration of the artistry that
transforms concepts into tangible, breathtaking realities.
Ready, set, CAD!



MATLAB RUN
Coding Excellence in Every Stride. Step into the
realm of precision and programming prowess as
we unravel the secrets behind the Matlab Run
competition. Join us for a competition that
delves into the algorithms, simulations, and
computational finesse that define this coding
battleground. In the race against time and
complexity, witness how innovation takes center
stage. 



NIT Uttarakhand's Treasure Hunt Expedition.
Embark on a journey of intellect and
excitement.This event is not just about winning, but
a change of interaction and excitement.It's a
chance to showcase your abilities, learn from your
peers, and make unforgettable memories. The
Treasure Hunt Expedition at NIT Uttarakhand is a
unique opportunity to discover the beauty of the
region while engaging in a thrilling adventure.Get
ready to embrace the thrill, as the hills echo with
the spirit of adventure!

TREASURE 
HUNT



Sparking Ingenuity, Powering the Future. Join us to
illuminates the brilliance of Tesla-inspired
innovations in the electrifying competition,
Teslaculation. From cutting-edge technologies to
sustainable energy solutions, witness the fusion of
innovation and eco-conscious design. This is not
just a competition; it's a symphony of ideas that
resonates with the vision of a sustainable
tomorrow. Plug into the future of innovation as we
showcase the ingenious concepts that define
Teslaculation. Charge up your imagination – the
energy revolution begins here!

TESLACULATION



TECHNO

Where Knowledge Meets Innovation. Dive into the
depths of technology, unraveling the mysteries of
bytes and circuits. Join us for an exhilarating
presentation as we explore the realms of the
Techno Quiz competition. From coding conundrums
to futuristic concepts, embark on a journey where
every question is a gateway to discovery. Challenge
your intellect, embrace the digital frontier, and let
the quest for technological supremacy begin!

QUIZ



M

MARK YOUR CALENDERS

9TH-11TH MARCH 2024

CONTACT US

AAYUSHMAN DWIVEDI
External Affair Coordinator 9548937546
bt21cse036@nituk.ac.in

Get ready to turn the ordinary into
extraordinary! Save the date for a
celebration that promises surprises,
joy, and a touch of magic. Your
presence will make it even more
special. Save the date, and let the
anticipation build!

P. SADHA
Media Coordinator 7801019201
bt21mec017@nituk.ac.in

ROBIN RAJ
Fest Coordinator 7462921005
bt21mec032@nituk.ac.in

HARSHIT POKHRIYAL
Sponsorship Coordinator 8077828226
bt21cse029@nituk.ac.in






